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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, one of the main challenges in metal implants for bone substitution is the achievement of an elastic modulus close to that of human cortical bone as well as to provide an adequate interaction with the surrounding tissue avoiding in vivo foreign body reaction. From this perspective, a new Ti-based alloy has been developed with Nb and Hf as alloying elements which are known as non-toxic and with good corrosion properties. The microstructure, mechanical behaviour and the physicochemical properties of this novel titanium alloy have been studied. Relationship of surface chemistry and surface electric charge with protein adsorption and cell adhesion have been evaluated due to its role for understanding the mechanism of biological interactions with tissues. The Ti25Nb21Hf alloy presented a lower elastic modulus than commercial alloys with a superior ultimate strength and yield strength than CP-Ti and very close to Ti6Al4V. It also exhibited good corrosion resistance. Furthermore, the results revealed that it had no cytotoxic effect on rat mesenchymal stem cells and allowed protein adsorption and cell adhesion. The experimental results make this alloy a promising material for bone substitution or for biomedical devices.
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1. Introduction

Metallic materials are used in a variety of biomedical devices and are remarkably important for bone substitution to improve the quality of life (QOL) of the patient\(^1\). The materials currently used for surgical implants include 316L stainless steel (316LSS), cobalt chromium (Co–Cr) alloys and titanium (Ti) and its alloys. However, chemical elements such as Ni, Cr and Al are found to be released from these alloys due to corrosion\(^2\). A protective oxide layer is typically generated on these alloys acting as a barrier against chemical attack and corrosion, although this oxide layer can be depleted by wear, corrosion or fatigue. These processes produce the release of ions or wear debris which may cause some allergic reaction and biocompatibility problems\(^3,5\). For instance, the low wear resistance of Ti6Al4V alloy has been demonstrated to induce the release of aluminium (Al) and vanadium (V) ions which are potentially hazardous for human body\(^6\). Therefore, these elements are now avoided as much as possible as an additive in metallic biomaterials.

Moreover, another main goal in implantology is to replace bone, or tooth, with materials that exhibit a low elastic modulus near to that of human bone without having undesirable reactions. The elastic modulus of bone is 14-20 GPa\(^7\) while most of the materials used are in the range of 110-240 GPa\(^8\). This mismatch of the elastic modulus produces stress shielding that eventually leads to implant failure. Bone requires a mechanical stimulus for remodeling; hence, in a bone-implant coupling, it is essential to use materials with rigidity properties similar to bone for improving the load-transfer and favoring bone healing and remodeling\(^9,10\).

Among metallic biomaterials, Ti is still the most commonly used biomaterial in implantology due to its high strength, high corrosion resistance, low elastic modulus, chemical stability and biocompatibility\(^11\). However, a considerable number of bone replacements end with implant failure mainly due to the poor wear resistance and the high elastic modulus of Ti (110 GPa), which is still far from the above mentioned for bone. Thus the development of Ti alloys with excellent combination of high strength and low elastic modulus similar to bone values to replace traditional medical metallic alloys are required.
Due to the lower elastic modulus exhibited by the β (BCC) phase of Ti and its good workability compared with the values presented by the α (HCP) phase\textsuperscript{12,13}, β Ti alloys are a relevant field of investigation\textsuperscript{14-16}. However, the β phase in Ti is only achieved at high temperature. Then, in order to stabilize this phase at low temperature and to reduce the elastic modulus of Ti, nontoxic and non-allergic β-stabilizing alloying elements such as Ta, Nb, Mo, Hf, and, in some cases Zr as a neutral element, are used. Several efforts have been concentrated on the production of natively biocompatible alloys; e.g. the Ti–Nb and the related Ti–Nb–X system (where $X = Zr, Ta, Au, O$) have yielded alloys with superelastic strains as high as 4.2%, sufficient for most applications\textsuperscript{17-19} without affecting biocompatibility. Noteworthy, the TiNbHf ternary system presents very interesting properties.

Previous studies in our research group\textsuperscript{20,21} showed a decrease in the apparent elastic modulus up to 42 GPa for Ti-16.2Hf-24.8Nb alloy by increasing the cold work percentage. Moreover, in vitro citotoxicity tests, hemolysis tests and platelet tests showed low citotoxicity and excellent hemocompatibility for TiNbHf systems\textsuperscript{22}.

Some authors have used a method based on molecular orbital theory introduced by Morinaga et al. for designing low elastic modulus alloys\textsuperscript{23}. The resulting properties predictive map was based on two parameters: the average of the bond orders between the alloying elements and the original element (Bo) and the mean energy of the lowest virtual d-orbitals (Md). In the previous study by our research group, this prediction map has been improved by using more precise parameters to design low elastic modulus alloys\textsuperscript{14}. In one hand, the bond orders were improved calculating from a natural population analysis (BO)\textsuperscript{24}. On the other hand, the energy of occupied orbitals centred in the alloying element (OE) was used instead of the energy of virtual $d$-orbitals. From the resulting map, a Ti alloy presenting 25 wt.% niobium (Nb) and 21 wt.% hafnium (Hf) was selected for the present study.

In addition to mechanical properties, superficial implant properties are also very important for tissue integration. Among these properties, wettability and superficial charge are related to the material chemical composition and mediate the tissue-implant interaction through protein adsorption. Wettability, generally referred as hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity, is defined as the capacity of a surface to attract or repulse liquid. Although wettability affects protein adsorption, observations regarding this effect have not always been consistent\textsuperscript{25}. The electric charge of a material surface, measured as zeta-
potential, indicates which entities would be attracted. Negative values of zeta-potential indicate negative surface charge which would attract cations and positively charged proteins while positive values indicate a positively charged surface that would attract negatively charged particles.

The present work aims to study the mechanical, physicochemical and biological properties of a new Ti alloy, Ti25Nb21Hf, designed from the predictive map previously developed in our research group.

To achieve this objective, the mechanical and superficial properties of the new Ti alloy were analyzed and compared to those of two commonly used implant biomaterials, Ti and Ti6Al4V. In addition, the protein adsorption and cellular adhesion were also evaluated in vitro.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Alloy design and sample preparation

A titanium-25 wt.% niobium-21 wt.% hafnium alloy was produced based on optimization of molecular orbital calculations of electronic structures towards low modulus of elasticity and the potential for superelasticity. From this predictive map, the selected alloy has an average valence electron number (e/a) of 4.176. This value is near to the one reported by Hao et al., who recommended it in order to obtain a low elastic modulus. Moreover, the alloy presents a bond order (BO) of 0.61212 eV and an orbital free energy (OE) of 0.15260 eV which are similar to those obtained by M. Gonzalez et al.

The new alloy was fabricated at Fort Wayne Metals Research Corporation (Fort Wayne, Indiana, USA). Bars of diameter 10 mm and longitude 300 mm were obtained by means of vacuum arc melting (VAM) and drop casting. The bar was vacuum-homogenized and annealed at 650 ºC. Commercially pure grade 2 titanium (CP-Ti) and Ti6Al4V bars were purchased from Outokumpu (Finland) fulfilling the ASTM F 67 standard. Discs of 2 mm in thickness were cut from CP-Ti, Ti6Al4V and Ti25Nb21Hf. They were polished using 600 and 1,200 grit silicon carbide (SiC) abrasive papers and finally, they were further polished with napped polishing pads with a colloidal silica polishing abrasive (1 and 0.05 µm).
2.2. Microstructure analyses

Crystallographic studies were carried out by X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique (Diffractometer D8 Advance, Bruker, Billerica, MA, USA) operated at 40 Kv, 30 mA and CuK\(_a\) (\(\lambda=1.542\) Å) radiation. TEM samples were prepared by the jet-polishing method using Tenupol-3 equipment (Struers, Denmark) in a solution of 350 mL 2-butoxiethanol, 60 mL perchloric acid and 350 mL methanol at 10\(^\circ\)C and 40 V. Thin foils were analyzed by TEM using a JEM 1200 EXII (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan).

2.3. Mechanical tests

Tensile specimens of CP-Ti, Ti6Al4V and Ti25Nb21Hf were machined according to ASTM E8M-04. Tensile tests were performed using an Instron 8500 testing machine (Instron, Norwood, MA, USA) at 1.5 x 10\(^{-4}\) s\(^{-1}\) strain rate. All mechanical tests were repeated six times. The main mechanical properties were determined: ultimate tensile strength (\(\sigma_{\text{max}}\)), yield strength (\(\sigma_{y}\)) and the elastic modulus (E).

2.4. Corrosion studies

Electrochemical measurements were performed using a PARSTAT 2273 potentiostat (Princeton Applied Research, Princeton, NJ, USA) in a standard three electrode-setup containing a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as the reference electrode, a graphite electrode as cathode and specimen (0.78 cm\(^2\) for CP-Ti and Ti25Nb21Hf and 1.32 cm\(^2\) for Ti6Al4V exposed area) as working electrode. Experiments were performed in Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS; Sigma-Aldrich) at 37\(^\circ\)C. Specimens were embedded in resin, ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol for 15 min and immersed into the electrolyte solution. Upon immersion of the specimens into the electrolyte, the open-circuit potential (\(E_{\text{oc}}\)) was measured for two hours and the data was recorded each second. Subsequently, potentiodynamic electrochemical measurements were carried out incrementing the voltage from -0.3 to 4 V at a scan rate of 1 mV/s. After that, the voltage was reversed back to the starting value. Assays were monitored by PowerSuite\textsuperscript{®} Electrochemical software. Tafel extrapolation was used to estimate the \(E_{\text{corr}}\) and \(I_{\text{corr}}\) values. Open circuit potential and cyclic voltammetry were conducted according to the ISO 10993-15:2009.

2.5. Wettability and surface free energy (SFE)
Contact angles were measured using the sessile drop method with an Oca 15+ plus (Dataphysics, Germany) and analyzed with the SCA20 software (Dataphysics). Total SFE and dispersive and polar components of SFE were determined obtaining contact angles with two different liquids on each substrate surface: ultrapure distilled water (MilliQ), which is a polar liquid, and diiodomethane, which is a non-polar liquid. A series of at least three drops (3 µl/drop) were used in triplicate at room temperature in a saturated environmental chamber. The surface energy was calculated from contact angles (θ) according to the Owens and Went approach:

\[
\gamma_l (1 + \cos \theta) = 2 \sqrt{\gamma_s^d \gamma_l^d - 2 \gamma_s^p \gamma_l^p} \quad \text{(equation 1)}
\]

where \(\gamma_d^d\) and \(\gamma_p^p\) are the dispersive and polar components of SFE, respectively, for solid (s) and liquid (l).

2.6. Z-potential

The Z-potential was measured using a SurPASS Electrokineic Analyzer (Anton Paar ; Graz, Austria). A 1 mM KCl solution was used as electrolyte. The electrolyte solution was adjusted to a starting pH = 8.0 and automatic titration was performed down to pH = 2.0 adding HCl. The apparent Z-potential was calculated using the Fairbrother-Mastin equation:

\[
\zeta = \frac{dU}{dp} \frac{\eta}{\varepsilon \cdot \varepsilon_0}
\]

where \(dU/dp\) is the slope of streaming potential versus pressure, \(\eta\) the electrolyte viscosity, \(\varepsilon\) the relative liquid permittivity, \(\varepsilon_0\) the vacuum permittivity and \(\kappa\) the specific conductivity of the bulk electrolyte solution.

2.7. Protein adsorption

Human plasma fibronectin (Sigma-Aldrich, purity >95%) was used as model protein in this study. Fibronectin was diluted in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at 50 µg/ml and 150 µl were added on each sample. Incubation was performed for 2h at room temperature. Afterwards, non-adherent protein concentrations were determined using the Micro BCA™ Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Scientific, Illinois, USA) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Measurements were performed using an ELx800 universal microplate reader (Bio-Tek Instruments, Inc, Winooski, VT, USA) at λ=
562nm. The quantity of adsorbed protein was obtained by subtracting the non-adherent protein from the initial added protein. Measurements were performed in triplicate. Results from each sample were normalized versus their corresponding area.

2.8. Cell culture

Rat mesenchymal stem cells (rMSC) were extracted from femurs of young Lewis rats and expanded in Advanced DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 20 mM HEPES buffer solution, penicillin/ streptomycin antibiotics (50 U/ml and 50 µg/ml, respectively) and 2 mM L-glutamine, all from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA, USA). Cells were cultured at 37°C in humidified atmosphere with 5% CO₂. Cells from passage 5 were used in all the experiments. For cellular assays, samples were sterilized in 70% ethanol for 30 min followed by three rinses in PBS.

2.9. Cytotoxicity

The cytotoxic effect was evaluated according to the ISO 10993-5 standard by indirect contact. Samples were incubated for 72h in complete medium and supernatants were collected. This extracts were serial diluted in complete medium (1, 1:1, 1:100 and 1:1000) and transferred to new microplate wells where 5,000 cells were previously seeded. Cells were incubated for 24h, washed with PBS and lysed with 100 µl of M-PER® (Mammalian Protein Extraction Reagent; Thermo Scientific). Viable cells were quantified using the Cytotoxicity Detection KitPLUS LDH (Roche Applied Sciences, Penzberg, Germany) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Measurements were performed in triplicate and optical densities at λ=492nm were obtained. The percentage of viability was calculated using the following formula:

\[
Viability (%) = \frac{\text{experimental value} - \text{negative control}}{\text{positive control} - \text{negative control}} \times 100
\]

Where negative control is the tested medium without cells and positive control is cells with complete medium.

2.10. Cell adhesion assay

Cells were seeded on samples at a density of 25,000 cells/well and allowed to adhere for 5h. Then, culture medium was removed; cells were washed in PBS and lysed with 300 µl of M-PER®. The
Cytotoxicity Detection Kit PLUS LDH was used as above described. To express the results in cell number a calibration curve with decreasing number of cells was prepared. Experiments were performed in triplicate and results from each sample were normalized versus their corresponding area.

2.11. Statistical analysis

All data were expressed as mean values ± standard deviations. Significant differences between groups were analyzed by ANOVA test followed by post-hoc pairwise comparisons using Tukey’s test with a significance level set at p < 0.05.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Microstructure

XRD patterns (figure 1) showed a microstructure mainly formed by β-phase with body-centered cubic crystallographic structure as well as a minor phase of martensitic α'' with an orthorhombic structure (S.G. Pmcm). The corresponding lattice parameters were a = 3.319 Å for the β phase; and a = 4.88720 Å, b = 3.13210 Å and c = 4.77410 Å for the martensitic α'' phase.

Table 1 shows the theoretical crystallographic planes and their corresponding intensities according to the Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standards. The two most intense peaks corresponding to α'' martensitic phase (111 and 002) are partially overlapped by the peak 100 of the β phase. However, the (200) peak (third with higher intensity for α'' martensitic phase) can be seen clearly confirming its presence. Since there is a little α''-phase, the less intense peaks remain masked. Therefore, the second phase detected was identified to be α''-martensite of C-centered orthorhombic lattice similar to that reported in Ti-Nb binary system. The XRD patterns obtained have a number of similarities with other Ti-Nb\textsuperscript{29,30}, Ti-Nb-Ta\textsuperscript{31} or Ti-Nb-Hf\textsuperscript{32} alloys studied in the literature.

TEM images also demonstrated that the alloy was mainly composed of β-phase equiaxial grains with high dislocation density (Fig. 2). In addition, α''-martensite was observed inside the β-phase grains. It is well known that the presence of ω-phase precipitates in β matrix could be confirmed by electron diffraction pattern\textsuperscript{33}. In this case an ω-phase was not observed.

3.2. Mechanical properties
The stress-strain results for all the studied materials are shown in Table 2. Both tensile strength (\(\sigma_{\text{max}}\)) and yield strength (\(\sigma_y\)) are higher than those of CP-Ti and are very close to the values obtained for Ti6Al4V. Similar results were previously found in a study on the mechanical properties of Ti-Nb alloys with different contents of Nb\(^{39}\). In that study, authors found that the elastic modulus decreased and the tensile strength increased while increasing the proportion of Nb until the formation of an \(\omega\)-phase, at 26% of Nb.

It is well known that the presence of \(\beta\)-phase in a titanium alloy is associated with a reduction in the elastic modulus. In fact, the alloy fabricated in the present study mainly composed of \(\beta\)-phase grains exhibited a lower elastic modulus compared with CP-Ti or Ti6Al4V alloy. The obtained elastic modulus (85 GPa) is very close to previous values of TiNbHf ternary alloys studied in our research group\(^{20,21}\), confirming that addition of Nb and Hf decreases the elastic modulus of CP-Ti. Furthermore, these TiNbHf ternary alloys can exhibit very interesting properties since by means of severe plastic deformation (SPD) the mechanical properties could be strongly enhanced\(^{20,21}\).

3.3. Corrosion behaviour

Materials in contact with body fluids get oxidized releasing ions to the surrounding tissue and the body stream which can be hazardous\(^{34}\). A material with high corrosion resistance would minimize this effect and thus, improve biocompatibility. The corrosion resistance of the Ti25Nb21Hf was evaluated using two different methods.

3.3.1. Open circuit potential

Fig. 3 shows the open circuit potentials of Ti, Ti6Al4V and Ti25Nb21Hf obtained in HBSS at 37ºC. All three materials showed a clear active to passive oxidation transition at \(E_{\text{oc}}\) near to 0 V, which evidence the formation of a passive protective oxide layer on the surface of all the samples. Noteworthy, the value of \(E_{\text{oc}}\) for the Ti25NbHf alloy is considerably higher than the \(E_{\text{oc}}\) value of the Ti6Al4V alloy and similar to CP-Ti (Table 3). Higher values of \(E_{\text{oc}}\) are indicative of higher resistance to corrosion under the assay conditions.

The Ti25Nb21Hf and Ti open circuit potential trends were similar. Both materials exhibited an open circuit potential stabilization that was not seen for the Ti6Al4V behaviour. Similar results were found in other studies that used niobium and/or hafnium as Ti alloying elements, suggesting that these
elements did not change the excellent corrosion behaviour of Ti$^{34-36}$. Interestingly, Ti25Nb21Hf presented a higher initial positive slope, stabilizing earlier. This faster oxide layer generation is encouraging for implant purposes$^{38}$.

3.3.2. Cyclic Voltammetry

The cyclic voltammetry curves obtained for each material are shown in Fig. 4. The calculated corrosion potential ($E_{\text{corr}}$) for CP-Ti was $E_{\text{corr}} = -59$ mV, for Ti6Al4V was $E_{\text{corr}} = -39$ mV, whereas for Ti25Nb21Hf alloy was $E_{\text{corr}} \approx -124$ mV. The corrosion current density ($I_{\text{cc}}$) values for CP-Ti and Ti6Al4V alloy were similar, whilst the value for Ti25Nb21Hf alloy was lower. All three materials reached their respective stable passive current densities as the potential increased, indicating the existence of a passive layer. No breakdown was observed in either of the materials under study.

Although the $E_{\text{corr}}$ value for Ti25Nb21Hf alloy was lower than CP-Ti and Ti6Al4V, the $I_{\text{cc}}$ value indicates a good passivation with density value lower than CP-Ti and Ti6Al4V, suggesting that the designed alloy possesses an excellent corrosion resistance. This excellent corrosion behaviour is attributed to the oxide layer formed on the surface due to the presence of, in addition to Ti, Nb and Hf. High quantities of Nb repassivate more quickly and the passive film is more stable than low Nb-containing alloys mainly due to the formation of Nb$_2$O$_5$ phase$^{39-40}$. Hf has also excellent corrosion behaviour, mainly due to the formation of HfO$_2$, which generates a stable surface oxide layer similar to Ti$^{41}$.

3.4 Contact angle measurements and SFE calculation

Fig. 5a shows the contact angles obtained by the sessile drop method on the different materials. The addition of Nb and Hf decreased the water contact angle of CP-Ti (85°) in the obtained Ti25Nb21Hf alloy (56°). However, this value was higher compared to the Ti6Al4V value (45°). In contrast, the diiodomethane contact angles were similar for CP-Ti and Ti25Nb21Hf alloy, whereas the values observed in Ti6Al4V alloy were lower. The decrease in the ternary alloy contact angles should be attributed to the hydrophilicity properties of Nb$^{42}$ and probably Hf.

The lower contact angle values obtained for the studied alloy corresponded to a higher SFE compared to CP-Ti, but similar to the Ti6Al4V alloy (Fig. 5b). Although mainly interactions are attributed to
dispersive SFE component, no differences were observed between each surface. Then, differences in the alloy SFE are explained by the higher polar SFE component value compared to Ti value.

3.5 Zeta potential results

Zeta-potential measurements have shown different electrokinetic behaviour in the interactions at the interface between aqueous electrolyte and each material surface studied. Fig. 6a shows zeta-potential values versus pH change for a standard 1mM KCl solution for Ti, Ti6Al4V and Ti25Nb21Hf. The zeta-potential of both alloys gradually decreased while pH increased, whereas zeta-potential of Ti dramatically decreased in the 3-5 pH range. The isoelectric point (IEP) is the pH at which a surface presents no net electrical charge. Ti exhibited the highest IEP value (3.2) whereas Ti6Al4V and Ti25Nb21Hf alloys presented similar IEP values (2.4 and 2.1 respectively).

The zeta-potentials for each material at pH 7 are shown in Fig. 6b. The less negative zeta-potential value was observed for the Ti25Nb21Hf alloy. Proteins have a specific electric charge at physiological conditions that depends on their amino acid sequence. In this study, Ti and the studied Ti alloys displayed slightly different surface charge properties. Their influences on protein adsorption could display different behaviour, which will be discussed in the protein adsorption section.

3.4 Cytotoxicity assessment

Fig. 7 shows the percentage of cell viability after 24h of culture in different dilutions of medium extracts from each type of sample. The percentage of viable cells in all conditions was above 90% with no statistical significant differences between each condition. Similar results were found in a previous study using other Ti-Nb and Ti-Nb-Hf alloys compositions. The exposure of cells to different extract concentrations of the new Ti25Nb21Hf alloy demonstrated no cytotoxic effect.

3.5 Protein adsorption

Fig. 8 shows the adsorbed amount of fibronectin on each material. The quantity of fibronectin adsorbed on the Ti25Nb21Hf alloy (0.81 µg/cm²) was no statistically significant different compared to the adsorbed amount on CP-Ti (0.86 µg/cm²) and Ti6Al4V alloy (0.75 µg/cm²). The adsorption of proteins on the surface of a metal mainly depends on the physicochemical characteristics of both interactants. Without considering the effect of roughness, since surfaces where polished in the present study, amphoteric and hydrophilic/hydrophobic characteristics become the most influencing surface
parameters for protein adsorption. The oxidation of metal surfaces generates hydroxyl groups that yield amphoteric characteristics, changing its surface zeta potential as a result of the change in pH. At physiological pH, all the tested surfaces presented anionic character suggesting that should attract cations or positively charged proteins. Fibronectin is a protein with negative net charge that should be repulsed by anionic surfaces. However, in our study fibronectin was well adsorbed on all the studied surfaces, without any statistically significant difference. The hydrophilic/hydrophobic character also plays an important role on protein adsorption. Although there is considerable diversity of opinion regarding protein-adsorption properties of hydrophilic or hydrophobic surfaces, it seems that proteins tend to adsorb stronger to non-polar than to polar surfaces. In fact, no statistical significant differences were found in the levels of adsorbed fibronectin on the different studied surfaces, which presented different SFE values but similar non-polar levels. This could be because the increase in the SFE of Ti25Nb21Hf was not enough for enhancing the protein adsorbed on CP-Ti. In addition, it was found that fibronectin is able to bind to both hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces. Then, our results demonstrated that Ti25Nb21Hf alloy is capable to adsorb protein at similar levels than CP-Ti and Ti6Al4V.

3.6 Cell adhesion

Cell adhesion is mediated by interaction with preadsorbed proteins during implant integration. Immediately after implantation, proteins from blood are adsorbed onto the implant surface and favour cell adhesion. In order to mimic this process, the cell adhesion assay was performed in medium containing FBS, since proteins in the serum were rapidly adsorbed onto the material surface before cells adhere. Cell adhesion on the CP-Ti, Ti6Al4V alloy and Ti25Nb21Hf alloy was quantified 4h after cell seeding (Fig. 9). The number of cells adhered on the different materials showed no statistical significant differences. Although albumin is the most abundant serum protein, it is suspected that after adsorption onto moderately hydrophilic surfaces it is displaced by cell adhesive proteins. One of the main cell adhesive proteins is fibronectin, which was tested in our study without any differences in adsorption levels between the tested surfaces. This finding correlated well with cell adhesion assay, having same amounts of cells on each sample surface. Then, it can be concluded that in vitro
biological response of the developed titanium alloy was similar to the commonly used Ti and Ti6Al4V materials.

4. Conclusions

In this work, the mechanical, physicochemical and biological properties of a new titanium alloy containing niobium and hafnium were investigated. The addition of 25 wt.% Nb and 21 wt.% Hf to CP-Ti resulted in a ternary alloy mainly composed of $\beta$-phase grains with $\alpha''$-phase martensitic plates. Interestingly, the alloy exhibited excellent mechanical properties, considerably decreasing the elastic modulus of the currently used materials for implantation, CP-Ti and Ti6Al4V alloy, and presenting similar tensile strength values than Ti6Al4V. Moreover, this new Ti alloy also exhibited an excellent corrosion resistance, forming a rapid passive oxide layer. In addition, it exhibited a moderately hydrophilic surface and a lower negative surface charge compared to CP-Ti and Ti6Al4V. In vitro cytotoxicity assays demonstrated non effects on mesenchymal stem cells viability. Finally, the Ti25Nb21Hf alloy is capable to adsorb fibronectin and to favour cell adhesion at similar values than CP-Ti and Ti6Al4V alloys.

The interesting mechanical and physicochemical properties of the new developed Ti25Nb21Hf alloy combined with the biological response make it a potential candidate for bone replacement. However, additional studies can be further investigated in order to enhance the mechanical properties. Recently it has been reported that severe plastic deformation techniques (equal channel angular pressing, ECAP, accumulative roll bonding, ARB or high pressure torsion, HPT) are a promising method due to its ability to increase the mechanical strength maintaining a low Young’s modulus or even lowering it, in these TiNbHf ternary alloys.
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<td>0.17073</td>
<td>53.639</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.16596</td>
<td>55.31</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α''</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>0.13624</td>
<td>68.86</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>0.13507</td>
<td>69.542</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>0.11712</td>
<td>82.25</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>0.10459</td>
<td>94.868</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alloy</td>
<td>E (GPa)</td>
<td>$\sigma_{\text{max}}$ (MPa)</td>
<td>$\sigma_y$ (MPa)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP-Ti</td>
<td>120 ± 16</td>
<td>550 ± 2.5</td>
<td>392 ± 34,5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti6Al4V</td>
<td>158 ± 8</td>
<td>986 ± 8</td>
<td>975 ± 47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti25Nb21Hf</td>
<td>85 ± 2</td>
<td>908 ± 14</td>
<td>816 ± 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td>$E_{\text{open circuit}}$ [mV]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP-Ti</td>
<td>2.5 ± 15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti6Al4V</td>
<td>-58 ± 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti25Nb21Hf</td>
<td>-6 ±15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>